The hole in our holiness paperback edition filling the gap between gospel passion and the pursuit of godliness

although the passion narratives of the synoptic gospels can be read as free standing narrative each one of them is the goal and climax of the gospel story that precedes it in passion narratives and gospel theologies frank matera describes the intimate relationship between the theology of each of the synoptic gospels and its passion narrative matera's study of the markan passion narrative in light of the gospel's theology shows that no one can confess that jesus is the son of god until he or she acknowledges jesus as the crucified messiah and no one can be jesus disciple unless he or she accepts the scandal of the cross while the gospel of matthew continues to develop the great themes of mark's gospel matera argues that its passion narrative manifests a distinctive ecclesiological and ethical outlook in light of its unique gospel theology matera's study of the lukan passion narrative by presenting jesus as a model of innocent suffering also contains a distinctive outlook in light of its gospel theology god's righteous suffer afflictions by trial and persecution comprehensive in scope and clearly written passion narratives and gospel theologies provides a much needed introduction to the synoptic passion narratives and the theology of each evangelist it will be welcome by students and pastors an exciting and engaging book that will appeal not only to academics but to the film viewing public educated lay persons and students not only will the book aid this audience in a greater appreciation of the film the passion of the christ but perhaps more importantly it will enable the reader to distinguish between both the contents of the film and the contents of the gospels and between the contents of the film and what may be historically reconstructed about jesus furthermore the book will aid the reader to appreciate the contributions that the study of the gospels and the historical study of jesus can make to the discussion of the film the passion of the christ and mel gibson's the passion of the christ is edited by kathleen e corley oshkosh northwestern distinguished professor and professor of new testament at the university of wisconsin oshkosh wisconsin and robert l webb an independent scholar living near toronto ontario canada the other contributors are dr john dominic crossan professor emeritus of religious studies at depaul university illinois dr helen k bond lecturer in new testament language literature and theology at new college university of edinburgh uk dr craig a evans payzant distinguished professor of new testament at academia divinity college nova scotia canada dr mark goodacre senior lecturer in new testament at the department of theology university of birmingham uk dr glenna s jackson associate professor in the department of religion and philosophy at otterbein college westerville ohio dr scot mcknight karl a olsson professor in religious studies at north park university chicago illinois dr mark allan powell professor of new testament at trinity lutheran seminary in columbus ohio alan f segal professor of religion and ingeborg rennert professor of jewish studies at barnard college columbia university new york dr w barnes tatum professor of religion and philosophy at greensboro college north carolina david j boa curator emeritus at the provincial museum of alberta and a fellow of the m v dimic institute for the study of culture at the university of alberta given the lack of holiness in our culture today deyoung presents a popular level treatment of sanctification and union with christ helping readers to see what matters most being like jesus justin marc smith argues that the gospels were intended to be addressed to
to a wide and varied audience he does this by considering them to be works of ancient biography comparative to the greco roman biography the
earliest christian interpreters of the gospels did not understand their works to be sectarian documents rather the wider context of jesus literature in
the second and third centuries points toward the broader christian practice of writing and disseminating literary presentations of jesus and jesus
traditions as widely as possible smith addresses the difficulty in reconstructing the various gospel communities that might lie behind the gospel texts
and suggests that the all nations motif present in all four of the canonical gospels suggests an ideal secondary audience beyond those who could be
identified as christian closely examines john s portrayal of women in relation to discipleship and the theme of new creation arguing that these
depictions are influenced by his apocalyptic world view by employing historical and literary methods of biblical interpretation to analyse john s
presentation of women and gender miller explores the extent to which john gives any indications of the female role in both john s community and
the beginnings of the christian faith beginning with the virgin mary s portrayal at the wedding at cana where she prompts jesus to carry out his
first sign miller then thoroughly asses several crucial female characters in john to stress how jesus female followers truly recognise him as the
messiah these include the samaritan woman martha and mary of bethany and mary magdalene and her encounter with jesus in the garden crucially
miller suggests that john s frequent use of woman links these female followers particular jesus venerated mother with the figure of eve in genesis
and she concludes that women are associated with the hour of jesus when he casts out the ruler of the world and inaugurates the new creation
students of the gospels have frequently noticed a number of close similarities between the gospels of luke and john especially in the passion narrative
previous studies of this relationship have always examined the possibility that john knew luke in other words it has been studied from the
perspective of john in this work the relationship is examined from the perspective of luke and is influenced by literary approaches to luke s
composition in particular the question of luke s possible use of john is examined and positively assessed publisher description offers a synthesis
between two different approaches to the gospel text on the one hand the reader is presented with a correct and fairly simple analysis of the text
following the methods of modern exegesis on the other hand the approach is kept in line with the great traditions of the fathers of the church and
the more important monastic traditions the ultimate scope of this twofold approach is to reveal the spiritual meaning of the gospel and the mystery of
salvation unfolding in it as the suffering death and resurrection of jesus are considered under the tutelage of an eminently gifted authority on the
text the emphasis is not on the sorrows the suffering the pain and the humiliation of jesus in john the passion represents the elevation and the
triumph of christ illumined by the light of easter it always points to the resurrection excerpt from the week of our lord s passion containing the
interwoven gospel narrative of his last week a series of daily meditations and a volume of notes and illustrations on the passion and resurrection of
jesus the editors have not intruded their own interpreta tions between the portions of the scripture narrative those who wish may still read the
simple gospel story without note or comment but for the teacher the invalid and the student at home as well as for chris tians gathered in nightly
meetings these notes and meditations may be found to have real value about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works using a multi level approach to mark 15 34 and contra to the opinion of the majority of markan scholarship a contextual reading of ps 22 2 does not serve to negate or dilute the presentation of jesus as one in distress rather such a reading enhances this aspect of his death by underscoring his identity as a righteous sufferer who experiences suffering but has the promise of vindication the evidence that supports a contextual reading of the citation in the markan narrative includes a the importance of jesus impending resurrection vindication and its foreshadowing b the relatively consistent contextual use of the scriptures in the narrative prior to mark 15 34 c the patterns of the textual and liturgical use of the psalms and the presence of the motif of the righteous sufferer in mark s socio cultural milieu d the presentation of jesus as the righteous sufferer throughout the narrative and e an exegesis of mark 15 34 and the surrounding markan passion resurrection narrative with regard to the function of ps 22 in the story of jesus death and resurrection a test case of this argument is undertaken at the close of the book when both matthew and luke s treatment of ps 22 and other righteous sufferer language is considered regarding their readings of ps 22 in mark as the earliest tangible evidence of the interpretation of this passage in his gospel the goal of this redaction critical investigation is to determine what in luke 22 is special to luke to assess its origin and to uncover luke s purpose in using this material unlike earlier studies soards concentrates on lines of thought that link the chapter with the gospel as a whole the author s conclusion is that though luke did not use a single coherent source other than mark for this chapter his diverse material was chosen in order to advance luke s distinctive interests in christology eschatology and ecclesiology christologically jesus is shown as in charge of the passion events and as the realization of a divine plan eschatologically the passion is portrayed as inaugurating the era of the last days ecclesiologically jesus s attitude to his disciples functions as instruction for luke s readers about their role in god s plan in this book agron belica offers a fresh interpretation of the momentous events on a hillock beyond the walls of jerusalem nearly two millennia ago the crucifixion belica asks disconcerting questions about the received version of gospel history and gives free rein to his inquisitive nature many of his ideas and speculations will strike the casual reader schooled in the ancient biblical traditions with which they conflict as unhistorical impossible and unbelievable yet when questioning established premises the impossible may often be shown to be possible as socrates was fond of doing mr belica does not claim to be proving anything except that with some speculation and reinterpretation of the biblical record and relevant quranic texts when coupled with a few remarks from josephus the whole traditional version of the crucifixion can be seen in a different light belica throws new ideas and new possibilities at the reader asking only that they be considered like a barrage of rockets shot into the moonless night sky some flaring more brightly than the others some of his speculations are more plausible than others but all are provocative and worth thinking about his is the first innovative interpretation of the crucifixion since dr hugh schonfield looked at it two generations ago beyond that belica has taken upon himself the task of redressing the imbalance between the gospel jesus and the gospel john the baptist and in our opinion has done so with justice on his side the gospel writers diminished john in order to exalt jesus and transform him into a superhuman divine entity while their motives are understandable the researcher who seeks to explore unanswered questions and obscure competitors to the demigod they were creating is understandably frustrated and can only mourn the lost evidence this is particularly true for john the baptist in the new testament he is a minor figure his purpose is to introduce and validate the mission of his kinsman jesus as the messiah belica asks why was john the baptist so used by the gospellers and then dismissed together with the
The title seems to be missing from the provided text. However, based on the context, it appears to discuss the life of John the Baptist and his role in Christianity, particularly in the context of the book "Salt and Light: The Complete Jesus," which is described as a comprehensive and powerful book about the historical Jesus.

The text mentions that over a century, New Testament scholars have explored the issue of possible antisemitism in Luke's Acts, especially because the author apparently blames the Jews for the death of Jesus. The monograph offers a fresh analysis of this question, revealing a different emphasis that among the Jews only those associated with Jerusalem, especially the Sanhedrin, are responsible for Jesus' death. Luke's Israel is in fact divided in response to Jesus, not monolithically opposed to him. Furthermore, the ascription of responsibility to the people of Jerusalem in Acts is widely regarded as a Lukan creation, but the author suggests that it is more likely to have been based on sources independent of the Synoptics.

The text also touches on the broader context of Jesus' life, death, and resurrection, discussing the confusion surrounding Jesus and the various perspectives on his existence, identity, and miracles. It emphasizes the importance of clear direction for godly living, even in a world with moral decay, and highlights the role of the Psalms in teaching and cultivating holiness.

The author explores Psalms to provide a perspective on the nature of holiness and the many important ways we can grow in holiness. The Psalter serves as an invaluable guide for spiritual formation as followers of Christ.
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Jesus Christ collection of texts published previously from hit songs to bumper stickers to eye black Jesus is trending high wherever you look but at the end of the day many try Jesus and come away disappointed in the experience that's because the Jesus of popular culture looks much more like us than the God man who appeared in the flesh two thousand years ago. We've got guru Jesus, Braveheart Jesus, Dr. Phil Jesus, Free Range Jesus, and plenty more imitators that feed into our selfish desires. The problem is they don't have the power to save us or transform us into new creations. Luckily it doesn't have to be that way. The original Jesus calls readers back to the Jesus who demands our worship. The Potter who molds us the clay seekers, skeptics, and sojourners in the way of faith will see Jesus for who he really is: God in the flesh. Calling us to surrender our very lives that we may truly live.

Foreword by Russell Moore.

This thorough manual for advanced students and their supervisors and anyone researching or writing on the Gospel of Mark is the opening volume in an important new series of guides to advanced biblical research. Together with an essay on the current state of research and a discussion of the future of Markan study, it provides a chrestomathy of samples of Markan research together with a review of recent dissertations and a full annotated bibliography in the fourth gospel and the scriptures. Bynum presents new insights from ancient biblical manuscripts 4Q12i and the minor prophets' scroll that help unlock the mystery of John's unique form of Scriptural citation.

The Passion and Resurrection of Jesus the Christ is a gospel harmony and exposition of the four gospels from two days before Christ's final Passover celebration through his ascension into heaven. The gospel harmony is in the form of a combined narrative using my translations of the four gospels. The harmony combines Matthew 26:1-28:20, Mark 14:1-16:20, Luke 22:1-24:53, and John 12:1-21:25 into a continuous chronologically arranged narrative of the events and discourses. The exposition is based on my published commentaries on Matthew, Mark, and John, plus Luke's contribution to the gospel narratives. Presenting a detailed explanation of the scriptures in the harmony combining the scriptures into a continuous narrative at once reveals the agreement of the gospels. The authenticity, accuracy, and credibility of the four reports of the life of Christ is demonstrated. Many issues are resolved and insights gained among these are the Passover problem in John 18:28, Peter's two sets of three denials, and Christ's two scourgings by Pilate. Mark 16:9-20 is shown to harmonize with the reports of the other gospels. The problem of the supper at Bethany reported on different days by John and the synoptics is resolved. A discussion of the relationship between ancient and modern days and dates precede the harmony, and two appendices discuss Peter's denials and Mark's ending. The harmony and exposition are structured in a day by day format from Nisan 13 to Iyar 27 (April 1 to May 17 AD 33). Every event and every discourse is included in the harmony and explained in the exposition. The Bible student will gain a new appreciation of the person and work of Jesus the Christ starting from the seminal work of the French scholar Annie Jaubert on the date of the Last Supper. The present work revisits known and identifies new calendrical issues in the literature of Second Temple Judaism. The research supports the conclusion that all known calendrical traditions functioned on the tenet that orthopraxis in ancient Judaism meant close interconnection between cultic and agricultural cycles. From this perspective, the book removes the calendar from its pedestal, filling the gap between gospel passion and the pursuit of godliness.
theory further the research brings new light on current debates about qumran calendrical documents and proposes the identification of a previously unknown calendrical polemic in the astronomical book of enoch concerning the synchronization of the 364dy tradition with the lunar cycle the evangelical church is home to many who claim to follow christ but who show little evidence of a truly transformed life todd wilson s real christian bearing the marks of authentic faith biblically defines what it means to be a true christian calling readers to look at their own lives and diagnose where they aren t living authentically for god with a prophetic voice wilson looks at how we deceive ourselves into thinking we are really living for god through believing the right things or doing lots of spiritual activities in contrast real christians are marked by five key qualities broken hearted joy a humble disposition a readiness to acknowledge sin an ability to live balanced and avoid legalism and a deep spiritual hunger that drives growth all of these qualities culminate in the single defining mark of a real christian love to help in distinguishing genuine faith from counterfeit spirituality wilson draws upon the gospels the writings of paul and the insights of theologian jonathan edwards to help readers understand the necessary marks of an authentic transformed life marks that show evidence of a new heart and bear spiritual fruit through the work of the holy spirit there is broad support today for the idea that biblical scholarship ought to be informed by the faith of the church and serve the life of the church in a word it should be ecclesial there is far less agreement however when one asks how this goal is to be achieved and what ecclesial exegesis ought to look like in 1988 joseph ratzinger put forth his method c proposal calling for the development of a new exegetical and hermeneutical synthesis this would be neither a retreat to the patristic medieval approach method a nor the continued hegemony of the historical critical approach method b the latter must be purified of its positivism through a transformational encounter with the former so that the gifts of both might be released for the life of the church such a synthesis ratzinger claimed would require the philosophical theological exegetical and hermeneutical work of at least a whole generation of scholars gregory vall has devoted over thirty years to the development of ecclesial exegesis and the present volume represents the mature fruit of his labor over against those who treat dei verbum as vatican ii s endorsement of the historical critical method he demonstrates that the dogmatic constitution actually points to something very much like ratzinger s method c employing a dialogic movement between the inductive exegetical and the deductive dogmatic vall offers nine studies that bring to the surface issues such as the relationship between old testament and new testament literal sense and spiritual sense and scripture and tradition while vall brings theological knowledge and hermeneutical skill to the quest for method c he also provides a great deal of valuable exegesis of both testaments ecclesial exegesis is not simply another book of theory it demonstrates how method c can be done craig keener is known for his meticulous work on new testament backgrounds but especially his detailed work on the book of acts now for the first time in book form cascade presents his key essays on acts with special focus on historical questions and matters related to god s spirit the publication of the roman missal third edition offers an opportunity for homilists to explore the relationship between the sunday readings and the new roman missal between the ambo and the altar is the final book year c in a three volume series that presents scriptural liturgical and preaching commentary for sundays solemnities and feasts throughout the year each sunday s resources are presented in three sections exploring the scripture connecting the lectionary with the liturgy and a homiletic strategy debona takes the preacher through a meditation on the language of the missal suggests parallels to the sunday lectionary and gives practical homiletic strategies using core themes and images it is hoped that the commentary advances a framework for homily preparation such that the life of christ be the focus of every sermon
of the word of god which unfolds each year in the liturgy benedict xvi verbum domini 52 do you struggle to connect the dots between the bible and your life while christians instinctively want to apply scripture we encounter difficulties that can discourage us and diminish our engagement with god s word indeed biblical application has suffered in various ways in the church everything from neglect to abuse to contempt responding to such challenges beyond chapter and verse provides a biblically based rationale for the practice of application and then proposes a biblically consistent method for application the book is substantive but accessible relevant for believers generally as well as preachers it begins by sketching the broad theological context of bible application relating it to the gospel generally and to sanctification specifically the heart of the study then synthesizes key old and new testament passages relative to the process of application building on this foundation the book sets forth a sensible approach for arriving at legitimate applications of scripture a rich assortment of positive and negative case studies illustrates the method motivating believers to apply the scriptures for themselves ordo et sanctitas the franciscan spiritual journey in theology and hagiography offers articles on franciscan hagiographical texts medieval theology and the bonaventurian theological tradition and the retrieval of the franciscan tradition in a contemporary context the gospel of mark portrays jesus making impossible demands on his disciples they must follow him even if it costs them their lives and unsurprisingly this proves to be impossible for them to do they fail drastically in mark s narrative and run from the scene as jesus is arrested peter had been determined to stay by him unto death but even he was not able to admit to knowing jesus at that crucial moment the strange thing is that jesus made it clear that it is impossible to enter the kingdom of god without this sort of radical discipleship in this narrative study of salvation in the gospel of mark this conundrum is studied closely with surprising results an investigation of various socio historical aspects of mark s background elucidate the connection that mark makes between the death of jesus and the following of the disciples and a study of mark s narrative as a whole shows that mark provides hope for those without courage to follow if they continue to look and listen carefully the mystery will be unveiled to them the present volume is a result of an international symposium on the encounters between jesuits and protestants in asia and the americas which organized by boston college s institute for advanced jesuit studies in june 2017 the zechariah tradition and the gospel of matthew is a comprehensive study of the ways matthew utilizes zechariah texts and traditions against the background of materials from qumran and apocryphal and deuterocanonical writings matthew s explicit citations of zechariah are examined the influence of zechariah elsewhere in the first gospel is identified and the extent to which matthew alludes to characteristic zechariah themes alone or in combination with other prophetic traditions is explored zechariah traditions appear in matthew s distinctive materials as well as in texts matthew has transmitted or altered from mark and q the impact of zech 9 14 is not limited to the passion narrative but extends through matthew s infancy and galilean healing narratives as well important concepts from zech 1 8 are also discerned in the infancy and passion narratives moss works through the canonical order of matthew this enables readers to appreciate the cumulative effect of zechariah s influence at each stage of the gospel story two appendices one arranged according to zechariah and the other to matthew list possible references to zechariah in matthew this monograph is useful for matthean studies and it is an insightful investigation of how one set of old testamental traditions are appropriated in one canonical gospel and in the new testament in this exegetical study of the gospel of john andreas kostenberger strives to discover and articulate a thoroughtly biblical theology of mission which would have contemporary implications for how the church responds to christ s mandate james m neumann proposes that there is far more at work in mark s presentation of jesus son of god than simply the marksman s attempt to define the identity of jesus or an exercise in trying to get behind what the first century jesus and his followers said and meant
means for mark to depict him as such than past scholarship has recognized he argues that mark presents jesus s life from beginning to end as the actualization of psalm 2 a coronation hymn describing the davidic king as god s son which was interpreted messianically in early judaism and christologically in early christianity rather than a simple title the designation of jesus as god s son in mark contains and encapsulates an entire story of its own beginning with an analysis of why this most important identity of jesus in the gospel has been under studied neumann retraces the interpretive traditions surrounding psalm 2 in early judaism and christianity alike pointing to mark s first introduction of jesus as god s son into the narrative via an allusion to ps 2 7 and portraying his baptism as a royal anointing he demonstrates how jesus begins to realize the implications of his anointment through his disestablishment of satan s kingdom focusing on the repetition of the allusion to ps 2 7 at jesus s transfiguration and exploring how the parable of the vineyard uniquely encapsulates the gospel as a whole neumann traces the use of the psalm throughout the markan passion narrative contending that in mark s vision the hope envisaged by the psalm has been realized the son begins to inherit the worship of the nations he concludes that mark paradoxically portrays the accomplishment of the messiah s victory through jesus s crucifixion this collection of essays is the second volume in a projected series of five volumes that gather together recent research by leading scholars on the narrative function of embedded jewish scripture texts quotations or allusions in early christian gospels while the contributors employ a diverse range of methods their research is directed towards considering the function of embedded scripture texts in the context of the gospels as self contained narratives written and read heard in their early christian settings the essays are arranged according to their appropriate methodological categories the various contributions intend to demonstrate for what reason miracle stories were told in different religious political and historical circumstances all authors are experts in their field and position the narrating of miracle stories within a specific literary and religio historical context
Passion Narratives and Gospel Theologies 2001-06-28

although the passion narratives of the synoptic gospels can be read as free standing narrative each one of them is the goal and climax of the gospel story that precedes it in passion narratives and gospel theologies frank matera describes the intimate relationship between the theology of each of the synoptic gospels and its passion narrative matera s study of the markan passion narrative in light of the gospel s theology shows that no one can confess that jesus is the son of god until he or she acknowledges jesus as the crucified messiah and no one can be jesus disciple unless he or she accepts the scandal of the cross while the gospel of matthew continues to develop the great themes of mark s gospel matera argues that its passion narrative manifests a distinctive ecclesiological and ethical outlook in light of its unique gospel theology finally matera demonstrates how the lukan passion narrative by presenting jesus as a model of innocent suffering also contains a distinctive outlook in light of its gospel theology god s righteous suffer afflictions by trial and persecution comprehensive in scope and clearly written passion narratives and gospel theologies provides a much needed introduction to the synoptic passion narratives and the theology of each evangelist it will be welcome by students and pastors

The Hole in Our Holiness 2014

an exciting and engaging book that will appeal not only to academics but to the film viewing public educated lay persons and students not only will the book aid this audience in a greater appreciation of the film the passion of the christ but perhaps more importantly it will enable the reader to distinguish between both the contents of the film and the contents of the gospels and between the contents of the film and what may be historically reconstructed about jesus furthermore the book will aid the reader to appreciate the contributions that the study of the gospels and the historical study of jesus can make to the discussion of the film the passion of the christ and mel gibson s the passion of the christ is edited by kathleen e corley oshkosh northwestern distinguished professor and professor of new testament at the university of wisconsin oshkosh wisconsin and robert l webb an independent scholar living near toronto ontario canada the other contributors are dr john dominic crossan professor emeritus of religious studies at depaul university illinois dr helen k bond lecturer in new testament language literature and theology at new college university of edinburgh uk dr craig a evans payzant distinguished professor of new testament at acadia divinity college nova scotia canada dr mark goodacre senior lecturer in new testament at the department of theology university of birmingham uk dr glenna s jackson associate professor in the department of religion and philosophy at otterbein college westerville ohio dr scot mcknight karl a olsson professor in religious studies at north park university chicago illinois dr mark allan powell professor of new testament at trinity lutheran seminary in columbus ohio alan f segal professor of religion and ingeborg rennert professor of jewish studies at barnard college columbia university new york dr w barnes tatum professor of religion and philosophy at greensboro college north carolina david j goa curator emeritus at the provincial museum of alberta and a fellow of the m v dimic institute for the study of culture at the university of alberta
Jesus and Mel Gibson's The Passion of the Christ 2004-08-25

given the lack of holiness in our culture today deyoung presents a popular level treatment of sanctification and union with christ helping readers to see what matters most being like jesus

The Hole in Our Holiness 2014

justin marc smith argues that the gospels were intended to be addressed to a wide and varied audience he does this by considering them to be works of ancient biography comparative to the greco roman biography the earliest christian interpreters of the gospels did not understand their works to be sectarian documents rather the wider context of jesus literature in the second and third centuries points toward the broader christian practice of writing and disseminating literary presentations of jesus and jesus traditions as widely as possible smith addresses the difficulty in reconstructing the various gospel communities that might lie behind the gospel texts and suggests that the all nations motif present in all four of the canonical gospels suggests an ideal secondary audience beyond those who could be identified as christian

The Old Testament in the Gospel Passion Narratives 2008-03-25

closely examines john s portrayal of women in relation to discipleship and the theme of new creation arguing that these depictions are influenced by his apocalyptic world view by employing historical and literary methods of biblical interpretation to analyse john s presentation of women and gender miller explores the extent to which john gives any indications of the female role in both john s community and the beginnings of the christian faith beginning with the virgin mary s portrayal at the wedding at cana where she prompts jesus to carry out his first sign miller then thoroughly asses several crucial female characters in john to stress how jesus female followers truly recognise him as the messiah these include the samaritan woman martha and mary of bethany and mary magdalene and her encounter with jesus in the garden crucially miller suggests that john s frequent use of woman links these female followers particular jesus venerated mother with the figure of eve in genesis and she concludes that women are associated with the hour of jesus when he casts out the ruler of the world and inaugurates the new creation

Why Bíos? On the Relationship Between Gospel Genre and Implied Audience 2015-02-26

students of the gospels have frequently noticed a number of close similarities between the gospels of luke and john especially in the passion narrative previous studies of this relationship have always examined the possibility that john knew luke in other words it has been studied from the perspective of john in this work the relationship is examined from the perspective of luke and is influenced by literary approaches to luke s
composition in particular the question of luke's possible use of john is examined and positively assessed publisher description

The Holy Shroud 2002

offers a synthesis between two different approaches to the gospel text on the one hand the reader is presented with a correct and fairly simple analysis of the text following the methods of modern exegesis on the other hand the approach is kept in line with the great traditions of the fathers of the church and the more important monastic traditions the ultimate scope of this twofold approach is to reveal the spiritual meaning of the gospel and the mystery of salvation unfolding in it as the suffering death and resurrection of jesus are considered under the tutelage of an eminently gifted authority on the text the emphasis is not on the sorrows the suffering the pain and the humiliation of jesus in john the passion represents the elevation and the triumph of christ illumined by the light of easter it always points to the resurrection

Women in John’s Gospel 2023-01-26

excerpt from the week of our lord's passion containing the interwoven gospel narrative of his last week a series of daily meditations and a volume of notes and illustrations on the passion and resurrection of jesus the editors have not intruded their own interpretations between the portions of the scripture narrative those who wish may still read the simple gospel story without note or comment but for the teacher the invalid and the student at home as well as for christians gathered in nightly meetings these notes and meditations may be found to have real value about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks.com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

In Dialogue with Another Gospel? 2001

using a multi level approach to mark 15:34 and contra to the opinion of the majority of markan scholarship a contextual reading of ps 22:2 does not serve to negate or dilute the presentation of jesus as one in distress rather such a reading enhances this aspect of his death by underscoring his identity as a righteous sufferer who experiences suffering but has the promise of vindication the evidence that supports a contextual reading of the citation in the markan narrative includes a the importance of jesus impending resurrection vindication and its foreshadowing b the relatively consistent contextual use of the scriptures in the narrative prior to mark 15:34 c the patterns of the textual and liturgical use of the psalms and the
presence of the motif of the righteous sufferer in mark s socio cultural milieu d the presentation of jesus as the righteous sufferer throughout the narrative and e an exegesis of mark 15 34 and the surrounding markan passion resurrection narrative with regard to the function of ps 22 in the story of jesus death and resurrection a test case of this argument is undertaken at the close of the book when both matthew and luke s treatment of ps 22 and other righteous sufferer language is considered regarding their readings of ps 22 in mark as the earliest tangible evidence of the interpretation of this passage in his gospel

The 'Gospel' between Emperor and Temple in the Gospel of Mark 2023-06-13

the goal of this redaction critical investigation is to determine what in luke 22 is special to luke to assess its origin and to uncover luke s purpose in using this material unlike earlier studies soards concentrates on lines of thought that link the chapter with the gospel as a whole the author s conclusion is that though luke did not use a single coherent source other than mark for this chapter his diverse material was chosen in order to advance luke s distinctive interests in christology eschatology and ecclesiology christologically jesus is shown as in charge of the passion events and as the realization of a divine plan eschatologically the passion is portrayed as inaugurating the era of the last days ecclesiologically jesus s attitude to his disciples functions as instruction for luke s readers about their role in god s plan

The Hour of Jesus 1989

in this book agron belica offers a fresh interpretation of the momentous events on a hillock beyond the walls of jerusalem nearly two millennia ago the crucifixion belica asks disconcerting questions about the received version of gospel history and gives free rein to his inquisitive nature many of his ideas and speculations will strike the casual reader schooled in the ancient biblical traditions with which they conflict as unhistorical impossible and unbelievable yet when questioning established premises the impossible may often be shown to be possible as socrates was fond of doing mr belica does not claim to be proving anything except that with some speculation and reinterpretation of the biblical record and relevant quranic texts when coupled with a few remarks from josephus the whole traditional version of the crucifixion can be seen in a different light belica throws new ideas and new possibilities at the reader asking only that they be considered like a barrage of rockets shot into the moonless night sky some flaring more brightly than the others some of his speculations are more plausible than others but all are provocative and worth thinking about his is the first innovative interpretation of the crucifixion since dr hugh schonfield looked at it two generations ago beyond that belica has taken upon himself the task of redressing the imbalance between the gospel jesus and the gospel john the baptist and in our opinion has done so with justice on his side the gospel writers diminished john in order to exalt jesus and transform him into a superhuman divine entity while their motives are understandable the researcher who seeks to explore unanswered questions and obscure competitors to the demigod they were creating is understandably frustrated and can only mourn the lost evidence this is particularly true for john the baptist in the new testament he is a minor figure his purpose is to
introduce and validate the mission of his kinsman Jesus as the Messiah. Belica asks why was John the Baptist so used by the gospellers and then dismissed to the limbo of silence together with the Essenes who though a considerable presence in the Palestine of the day are not even mentioned by them. He was intrigued by that question and began to study the references to John gradually conceiving unprovable but provocative theories. His work became known to a mutual friend, the author of a number of valuable books and articles on various aspects of Islamica, Dr. Laheh Bakhtiar, who also became interested in John the Baptist and through her, I was introduced to him. At first, I was rather skeptical but was persuaded to look into the historical injustice done to John. He is much better served in the Quran than he is in the Bible having trusted her instincts over the years in such things in my own literary projects and with her continuous encouragement and suggestions I set to work the result of my own inquiry the monograph Rethinking John the Baptist is appended to the present volume. Meanwhile, Agron Belica continued his own research examining new evidence while elaborating and working out his theories and speculations. The results of this work constitute the main portion of this volume that is dedicated to the rehabilitation of the repute and stature of that much neglected prophet John the Baptist known in the Islamic world as Yahya. I was pleased to be chosen as his editor and annotator for this book. 

The Week of Our Lord’s Passion 2017-02-03

For over a century, New Testament scholars have explored the issue of possible antisemitism in Luke Acts especially because the author apparently blames the Jews for the death of Jesus. This monograph offers a fresh analysis of this question revealing a different emphasis that among the Jews only those associated with Jerusalem especially the Sanhedrin are responsible for Jesus death. Luke’s Israel is in fact divided in response to Jesus not monolithically opposed to him. Furthermore, the ascription of responsibility to the people of Jerusalem in Acts widely regarded as a Lukan creation in fact is more likely to have been based on sources independent of the Synoptics. A consideration of ancient literature concerned with the deaths of innocent victims further suggests a likely Sitz im Leben for the transmission of material ascribing responsibility for Jesus death.

Jesus’ Cry From the Cross 2009-05-28


What did Jesus do? What did Jesus say? Who was Jesus? Salt Light: The Complete Jesus is the highly acclaimed and award-winning definitive statement concerning Jesus of Nazareth. History’s most compelling figure. The single most important book about the historical Jesus in the last 30 years more
comprehensive than Josh McDowell’s evidence that demands a verdict and more powerful than C.S. Lewis’ Mere Christianity, however even today there is still general confusion surrounding Jesus was is Jesus God did Jesus even exist did He rise from the dead what are we to make of the miracles is He Peter’s Jesus or Paul’s Christ or both is there evidence for Jesus outside the Bible should we still believe if so believe what what does all the evidence point to Salt Light does not shy away from addressing these and other tough questions for the first time ever after years of research using the complete body of early Christian literature and recent modern scholarship including new and exciting discoveries in many areas such as early manuscripts science New Testament studies archaeology and history the real Jesus emerges Dean offers an eminently readable yet powerful portrait of the authentic Jesus full of astonishing facts for both believers and sceptics alike so come along for an utterly fascinating journey and meet the historical Jesus learn about his mission and discover his teaching compelling authentic complete Salt and Light ca Jesus Christ Christianity Christian Bible

**The Passion of the Baptist, Not the Christ 2013-10-13**

In a confused world with moral decay we need clear direction for godly living while the mention of holiness is not commonly heard these days the Psalms call us to cultivate holy lives in today’s society the Psalmists not only teach us how to grow in holiness but they draw us into their own rich experiences the author explores the Psalms to give us a perspective on the nature of holiness and the many important ways we can grow in holiness the Psalter serves as an invaluable guide for our spiritual formation as followers of Jesus Christ


collection of texts published previously


From hit songs to bumper stickers to eye black Jesus is trending high wherever you look but at the end of the day many try Jesus and come away disappointed in the experience that’s because the Jesus of popular culture looks much more like us than the God man who appeared in the flesh two thousand years ago we’ve got guru Jesus Braveheart Jesus Dr Phil Jesus free range Jesus and plenty more imposters that feed into our selfish desires the problem is they don’t have the power to save us or transform us into new creations luckily it doesn’t have to be that way the original Jesus calls readers back to the Jesus who demands our worship the potter who molds us the clay seekers skeptics and sojourners in the way of faith will see Jesus for who He really is God in the flesh calling us to surrender our very lives that we may truly live foreword by Russell Moore
Salt & Light; The Complete Jesus 2022-07-10

this thorough manual for advanced students and their supervisors and anyone researching or writing on the gospel of mark is the opening volume in an important new series of guides to advanced biblical research together with an essay on the current state of research and a discussion of the future of markan study it provides a chrestomathy of samples of markan research together with a review of recent dissertations and a full annotated bibliography

Growing in Holiness through the Psalms 2023-04-05

in the fourth gospel and the scriptures bynum presents new insights from ancient biblical manuscripts 4qxii and the minor prophets scroll that help unlock the mystery of john s unique form of scriptural citation

Jesus, Gospel Tradition and Paul in the Context of Jewish and Greco-Roman Antiquity 2013

The Original Jesus 2015-08-25

the passion and resurrection of jesus the christ is a gospel harmony and exposition of the four gospels from two days before christ s final passover celebration through his ascension into heaven the gospel harmony is in the form of a combined narrative using my translations of the four gospels the harmony combines matthew 26 1 28 20 mark 14 1 16 20 luke 22 1 24 53 and john 12 1 21 25 into a continuous chronologically arranged narrative of the events and discourses the exposition is based on my published commentaries on matthew mark and john plus luke s contribution to the gospel narratives presenting a detailed explanation of the scriptures in the harmony combining the scriptures into a continuous narrative at once reveals the agreement of the gospels the authenticity accuracy and credibility of the four reports of the life of christ is demonstrated many issues are resolved and insights gained among these are the passover problem in john 18 28 peter s two sets of three denials and christ s two scourgings by pilate mark 16 9 20 is shown to harmonize with the reports of the other gospels the problem of the supper at bethany reported on different days by john and the
synoptics is resolved a discussion of the relationship between ancient and modern days and dates precede the harmony and two appendices discuss peter’s denials and mark’s ending the harmony and exposition are structured in a day by day format from nisan 13 to iyar 27 april 1 may 17 ad 33 every event and every discourse is included in the harmony and explained in the exposition the bible student will gain a new appreciation of the person and work of Jesus the Christ

**Writing on the Gospel of Mark 2019-05-21**

starting from the seminal work of the french scholar annie jaubert on the date of the last supper the present work revisits known and identifies new calendrical issues in the literature of second temple judaism the research supports the conclusion that all known calendrical traditions functioned on the tenet that orthopraxis in ancient judaism meant close interconnection between cultic and agricultural cycles from this perspective the book removes the calendrical objection leveled at the jaubertian theory further the research brings new light on current debates about qumran calendrical documents and proposes the identification of a previously unknown calendrical polemic in the astronomical book of enoch concerning the synchronization of the 364dy tradition with the lunar cycle

**The Fourth Gospel and the Scriptures 2012-06-07**

the evangelical church is home to many who claim to follow Christ but who show little evidence of a truly transformed life todd wilson’s real christian bearing the marks of authentic faith biblically defines what it means to be a true Christian calling readers to look at their own lives and diagnose where they aren’t living authentically for God with a prophetic voice wilson looks at how we deceive ourselves into thinking we are really living for God through believing the right things or doing lots of spiritual activities in contrast real Christians are marked by five key qualities broken hearted joy a humble disposition a readiness to acknowledge sin an ability to live balanced and avoid legalism and a deep spiritual hunger that drives growth all of these qualities culminate in the single defining mark of a real Christian love to help in distinguishing genuine faith from counterfeit spirituality wilson draws upon the gospels the writings of paul and the insights of theologian jonathan edwards to help readers understand the necessary marks of an authentic transformed life marks that show evidence of a new heart and bear spiritual fruit through the work of the Holy Spirit

there is broad support today for the idea that biblical scholarship ought to be informed by the faith of the church and serve the life of the church in a word it should be ecclesial there is far less agreement however when one asks how this goal is to be achieved and what ecclesial exegesis ought to
look like in 1988 Joseph Ratzinger put forth his method c proposal calling for the development of a new exegetical and hermeneutical synthesis this would be neither a retreat to the patristic medieval approach method a nor the continued hegemony of the historical critical approach method b the latter must be purified of its positivism through a transformational encounter with the former so that the gifts of both might be released for the life of the church such a synthesis ratzinger claimed would require the philosophical theological exegetical and hermeneutical work of at least a whole generation of scholars Gregory Vall has devoted over thirty years to the development of ecclesial exegesis and the present volume represents the mature fruit of his labor over against those who treat Dei Verbum as Vatican II's endorsement of the historical critical method he demonstrates that the dogmatic constitution actually points to something very much like ratzinger's method c employing a dialogic movement between the inductive exegetical and the deductive dogmatic Vall offers nine studies that bring to the surface issues such as the relationship between old testament and new testament literal sense and spiritual sense and scripture and tradition while Vall brings theological knowledge and hermeneutical skill to the quest for method c he also provides a great deal of valuable exegesis of both testaments ecclesial exegesis is not simply another book of theory it demonstrates how method c can be done

**The Passion and Resurrection of Jesus the Christ 2019-08-05**

craig keener is known for his meticulous work on new testament backgrounds but especially his detailed work on the book of acts now for the first time in book form Cascade presents his key essays on acts with special focus on historical questions and matters related to god's spirit

**Calendrical Variations in Second Temple Judaism 2012-05-03**

the publication of the roman missal third edition offers an opportunity for homilists to explore the relationship between the sunday readings and the new roman missal between the ambo and the altar is the final book year c in a three volume series that presents scriptural liturgical and preaching commentary for sundays solemnities and feasts throughout the year each sunday's resources are presented in three sections exploring the scripture connecting the lectionary with the liturgy and a homiletic strategy Debona takes the preacher through a meditation on the language of the missal suggests parallels to the sunday lectionary and gives practical homiletic strategies using core themes and images it is hoped that the commentary advances a framework for homily preparation so that preachers might savor the deep meaning of the word of god which unfolds each year in the liturgy Benedict XVI Verbum Domini 52

**Real Christian 2014-09-30**

do you struggle to connect the dots between the bible and your life while christians instinctively want to apply scripture we encounter difficulties
that can discourage us and diminish our engagement with god's word indeed biblical application has suffered in various ways in the church
everything from neglect to abuse to contempt responding to such challenges beyond chapter and verse provides a biblically based rationale for the
practice of application and then proposes a biblically consistent method for application the book is substantive but accessible relevant for believers
generally as well as preachers it begins by sketching the broad theological context of bible application relating it to the gospel generally and to
sanctification specifically the heart of the study then synthesizes key old and new testament passages relative to the process of application building on
this foundation the book sets forth a sensible approach for arriving at legitimate applications of scripture a rich assortment of positive and negative
case studies illustrates the method motivating believers to apply the scriptures for themselves

Ecclesial Exegesis 2022-07

ordo et sanctitas the franciscan spiritual journey in theology and hagiography offers articles on franciscan hagiographical texts medieval theology and
the bonaventurian theological tradition and the retrieval of the franciscan tradition in a contemporary context

Between History and Spirit 2020-03-23

the gospel of mark portrays jesus making impossible demands on his disciples they must follow him even if it costs them their lives and
unsurprisingly this proves to be impossible for them to do they fail drastically in mark's narrative and run from the scene as jesus is arrested peter
had been determined to stay by him unto death but even he was not able to admit to knowing jesus at that crucial moment the strange thing is that
jesus made it clear that it is impossible to enter the kingdom of god without this sort of radical discipleship in this narrative study of salvation in the
gospel of mark this conundrum is studied closely with surprising results an investigation of various socio historical aspects of mark's background
elucidate the connection that mark makes between the death of jesus and the following of the disciples and a study of mark's narrative as a whole
shows that mark provides hope for those without courage to follow if they continue to look and listen carefully the mystery will be unveiled to
them

Between the Ambo and the Altar 2015-09-16

the present volume is a result of an international symposium on the encounters between jesuits and protestants in asia and the americas which
organized by boston college's institute for advanced jesuit studies in june 2017
**Sermons Preached Before the University of Oxford Between A.D. 1859 and 1872 1884**

the zechariah tradition and the gospel of matthew is a comprehensive study of the ways matthew utilizes zechariah texts and traditions against the background of materials from qumran and apocryphal and deuterocanonical writings. matthew s explicit citations of zechariah are examined the influence of zechariah elsewhere in the first gospel is identified and the extent to which matthew alludes to characteristic zechariah themes alone or in combination with other prophetic traditions is explored. zechariah traditions appear in matthew s distinctive materials as well as in texts matthew has transmitted or altered from mark and q the impact of zech 9 14 is not limited to the passion narrative but extends through matthew s infancy and galilean healing narratives as well important concepts from zech 1 8 are also discerned in the infancy and passion narratives. moss works through the canonical order of matthew this enables readers to appreciate the cumulative effect of zechariah s influence at each stage of the gospel story. two appendices one arranged according to zechariah and the other to matthew list possible references to zechariah in matthew. this monograph is useful for matthean studies and it is an insightful investigation of how one set of old testamental traditions are appropriated in one canonical gospel and in the new testament.

**Beyond Chapter and Verse 2018-02-28**

in this exegetical study of the gospel of john, andreas kostenberger strives to discover and articulate a thoroughlty biblical theology of mission which would have contemporary implications for how the church responds to christ s mandate.

**Ordo et Sanctitas: The Franciscan Spiritual Journey in Theology and Hagiography 2017-06-01**

james m neumann proposes that there is far more at work in mark s portrayal of jesus as son of god and what it means for mark to depict him as such than past scholarship has recognized. he argues that mark presents jesus s life from beginning to end as the actualization of psalm 2 a coronation hymn describing the davidic king as god s son which was interpreted messianically in early judaism and christologically in early christianity rather than a simple title the designation of jesus as god s son in mark contains and encapsulates an entire story of its own beginning with an analysis of why this most important identity of jesus in the gospel has been under studied neumann retraces the interpretive traditions surrounding psalm 2 in early judaism and christianity alike pointing to mark s first introduction of jesus as god s son into the narrative via an allusion to ps 2 7 and portraying his baptism as a royal anointing he demonstrates how jesus begins to realize the implications of his anointment through his disestablishment of satan s kingdom focusing on the repetition of the allusion to ps 2 7 at jesus s transfiguration and exploring how the parable of the vineyard uniquely encapsulates the gospel as a whole neumann traces the use of the psalm throughout the markan passion narrative contending that in mark s vision the hope envisaged by the psalm has been realized the son begins to inherit the worship of the nations he concludes that mark paradoxically portrays
the accomplishment of the messiah’s victory through Jesus’s crucifixion

**Salvation in the Gospel of Mark 2018-06-28**

This collection of essays is the second volume in a projected series of five volumes that gather together recent research by leading scholars on the narrative function of embedded Jewish scripture texts quotations or allusions in early Christian gospels while the contributors employ a diverse range of methods their research is directed towards considering the function of embedded scripture texts in the context of the gospels as self-contained narratives written and read heard in their early Christian settings the essays are arranged according to their appropriate methodological categories.

**Encounters between Jesuits and Protestants in Asia and the Americas 2018-08-13**

The various contributions intend to demonstrate for what reason miracle stories were told in different religious political and historical circumstances all authors are experts in their field and position the narrating of miracle stories within a specific literary and religio-historical context.

**The Zechariah Tradition and the Gospel of Matthew 2009-02-26**

**The Missions of Jesus and the Disciples According to the Fourth Gospel 1998**

**The Gospel of the Son of God 2023-10-19**

**Biblical Interpretation in Early Christian Gospels Volume 1 2006-06-23**

**Wonders Never Cease 2006-02-23**
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